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The smart card is more reliable, highly secured, with
larger data storage capacity, multifunctional and has a
longer life-span when compared to the magnetic strip
cards.
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INTRODUCTION
This application note describes the fundamentals of the
contact type smart cards and how they are
communicated using an interfacing device (PIC®
microcontrollers).
A smart card is a pocket-sized card containing an
embedded intelligent integrated circuit (i.e., intelligence
to respond to a request from an external device). Smart
cards contain a microprocessor chip that serves the
dual functions of communication and extensive data
storage. These cards are user friendly and have the
capacity to retain, and protect the critical information
stored in an electronic form. Smart cards are being
deployed in most public and private sectors. The major
application areas of the smart card includes: information security, physical access security, banking, communications, transportation, retail and loyalty,
healthcare, government programs, university identification, etc.

FIGURE 1:

Typically, a smart card reader is used for data
transactions with the smart card. Based on the
connection type with the smart card reader, the smart
card can be divided into two types:
• Contact type
• Contactless type
In contact type smart cards, the card communicates
with the reader through a direct physical contact. In
contactless type smart cards, the card communicates
with the reader through a remote radio frequency
interface.
Generally, a personal computer (PC) application is used
to communicate with the smart card through an interfacing device (i.e., smart card reader), as shown in
Figure 1.

SMART CARD COMMUNICATION USING PC APPLICATION

USB/UART

Smart Card
Signals

Interfacing Device
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Smart Card/SIM Card Chip
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ISO 7816 is an International Standard specifications
document that describes the interfacing requirements to
communicate with the contact type smart cards. ISO
7816 has multiple parts.

• ISO 7816-3 specifies the electronic signals and
transmission protocols of the card
• ISO 7816-4 specifies the organization, security
and commands for interchange

The high level information of some of the ISO 7816 parts
are as follows:

Although the ISO 7816-2 standard defines eight contacts for the smart card (see Figure 2), six are normally
used for communication.

• ISO 7816-1 specifies the physical characteristics
of the card
• ISO 7816-2 specifies the dimension and the location
of the chip contacts of the card

FIGURE 2:

SMART CARD

Table 1 lists the signal descriptions of each of the contacts.

TABLE 1:

SIGNAL DESCRIPTIONS

Signal
VCC

Description
This signal is used to supply power to the smart card

RST

This signal is used to reset the smart card

CLK

This signal provides the clock input to the smart card

GND

Ground

VPP

This signal provides the Programming Voltage Input to the smart card

I/O

Input/Output line is used for serial data communication between the smart card and the
interfacing device. This is a half-duplex communication (The TX and RX lines of Universal
Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART) in the Interfacing Device (IFD) is to be shorted
and connected to the I/O line of the smart card).

RFU
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Reserved for Future Use. Currently, used for Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface.
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A high-level view of a typical smart card chip is as shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3:

HIGH-LEVEL VIEW OF SMART CARD CHIP
RAM
(Working Memory)
VCC
Ground
EEPROM

CPU

Clock
Reset
Input/Output

ROM
(Operating System)

The interfacing device (such as a PIC® microcontroller)
controls the CLK, RST and VCC signals given to the
smart card.
Based on the nominal supply voltage provided by the
interfacing device through VCC, the smart card can be
classified into three types:
• Class A – 4.5V ≤ VCC ≤ 5.5V at ICC ≤ 60 mA
• Class B – 2.70V ≤ VCC ≤ 3.3V at ICC ≤ 50 mA
• Class C – 1.62V ≤ VCC ≤ 1.98V at ICC ≤ 30 mA
Each byte transfer in the smart card communication on
the I/O line consists of ten bits as shown in Figure 4.
The first bit of a character is a Start bit, which is always
low. Preceding the Start bit, the I/O line is kept in its
default high state. The Start bit is followed by a 8-bit
data byte. The last bit of the character is the parity bit,
which is either high or low as determined by the source.

FIGURE 4:

After the ten bits of information, there is a Stop bit. If
there is any error in the reception of the data, then the
receiving device has to pull the I/O line low before the
middle of the Stop bit (i.e.,10.5-bit time from start edge).
The receiver pulls the line low for 1 to 2 ETU. Elementary
Time Unit (ETU) is one bit time on the I/O line.
The transmitter checks the I/O line at the end of the
Stop bit (11 ETU). If the transmitter detects the line as
low, it retransmits the previous data byte after at least 2
ETU. The UART peripheral in the PIC microcontrollers
sets the Receiver Ready and Transmitter Empty flags
to true at 0.5 Stop bit. This allows the implementation of
the ISO 7816-3 error detection and the possible
retransmission protocol using the PIC microcontrollers.
Note:

For more information on electrical
characteristics of the smart card, refer to
the ISO 7816-3 document.

BYTE TRANSFER ON I/O LINE
Normal byte transfer

START B0

B1 B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7 PARITY STOP

1 ETU
Parity error during byte transfer
START B0 B1 B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7 PARITY

When Parity error detected, the receiver brings the
I/O Line Low at 10.5 ETU

The transmitter checks the I/O line at 11 ETU. If the
line is low, the transmitter will repeat the last byte after
a delay of at least 2 ETU
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B0

B1 B2

I/O line is
held low
for 1 to 2
ETU
Retransmission of last byte
started
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OPERATING PROCEDURE
The communication between the smart card and the
interfacing devices involves the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Insertion of the smart card in the slot.
Detection of the smart card insertion by the
interfacing device (i.e., microcontroller).
Cold reset of the smart card by the interfacing
device.
Answer to Reset (ATR) response by the card to
the microcontroller.
Protocol and Parameter Selection (PPS)
exchange between the smart card and the
microcontroller (if the smart card supports PPS).
Execution of the command(s) between the
smart card and the interfacing device.
Removal of the smart card from the slot.
Detection of the smart card removal by the
microcontroller.
Deactivation of the smart card contacts by the
microcontroller.

After the detection of a smart card in the appropriate
slot through a mechanical contact, the interfacing
device has to perform a Cold Reset of the smart card
using the following steps:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Pull the RST line to low state.
Pull the VCC line to high state.
The UART module in the interfacing device
should be in the Reception mode in the software.
Provide the clock signal at CLK line of the smart
card.
The RST line has to be in the low state for at
least 400 clock cycles after the clock signal is
applied at CLK pin. Therefore, give a delay for at
least 400 clock cycles after providing the clock
at CLK pin of the smart card.
Pull the RST line to high state.

ATR is a series of characters responded to by the card
reader after the successful Cold Reset operation. The
ATR response on the I/O line starts between 400 to
40,000 clock cycles after the RST line is set to high
state. ATR characters determine the initial communication parameters, bit timing, and the data transfer details
between the card and the interfacing device. If the ATR
response does not come from the card after the Cold
Reset routine, then the card is deactivated by the
microcontroller. By issuing the PPS command, the
interfacing device can modify certain communication
parameters in the card.
The bit timing of the characters during the ATR is called
the “Initial ETU”. Equation 1 provides the formula for
the computation of the Initial ETU.

EQUATION 1:

INITIAL ETU

Initial ETU = 372/ƒ seconds
UART Baud Rate in PIC® Microcontroller = 1/Initial
ETU
Where,
ƒ = Clock fed to the smart card (in hertz)
If the card supports PPS, then the ETU value can be
modified by the interfacing device after receiving the
ATR from the card. The modified ETU is called “Current
ETU”. Equation 2 provides the formula for the computation of the Current ETU. Only the interfacing device is
permitted to start the PPS exchange.

EQUATION 2:

CURRENT ETU

Current ETU = F/(D*ƒ) seconds
UART Baud Rate in PIC® Microcontroller = 1/Current ETU
Where,
F = Clock-rate conversion factor
D = Bit-rate adjustment factor
ƒ = Clock fed to the smart card (in hertz)

The parameters F and D are explained in the Section
“TA1 Interface Character”.
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ANSWER TO RESET
The ATR characters provide information to the interfacing device about how to communicate with the smart
card for the remainder of the session.
The ATR message, which can be up to 33 characters,
(including the initial character (TS)) consists of these
fields:
• Initial Character (TS) (mandatory)
• Format Character (T0) (mandatory)
• Interface Characters (TA1,TB1,TC1 and TD1)
(optional)
• Historical Characters (T1,T2,...TK) (optional)
• Check Character (TCK) (conditional)

which is used to adjust the bit duration subsequent to
the ATR (see Table 3). The default values (F = 372 and
D = 1) are used for the calculation of the “Initial ETU”
value and will continue to be used during the subsequent exchanges, unless changed during the PPS
operation.

TABLE 2:

UPPER NIBBLE

Bits 8 to 5

F

ƒ(max) MHz

0000

372

4

0001

372

5

0010

558

6

0011

744

8

0100

1116

12

Initial Character (TS)

0101

1488

16

The TS character synchronizes the information and
defines the communication pattern for all the subsequent characters. The first four bits of TS are used for
timing synchronization. The next three bits are either all
high to indicate “Direct convention”, or all low to indicate the “Inverse convention”. In direct convention, a
high state on the I/O line is equivalent to logic 1, and the
Least Significant bit (LSb) is transmitted first. In the
inverse convention, a low state on the I/O line is equivalent to logic 1, and the Most Significant bit (MSb) is
transmitted first.

0110

1860

20

0111

RFU

—

1000

RFU

—

1001

512

5

1010

768

7,5

1011

1024

10

1100

1536

15

1101

2048

20

1110

RFU

—

1111

RFU

—

Format Character (T0)
The T0 byte is made up of Y1 and K nibbles as shown
in Figure 5. Y1 is the higher nibble and K is the lower
nibble.
Y1 indicates the presence or absence of TA1, TB1,
TC1 and TD1 in the ATR.
•
•
•
•

TA1 is transmitted when bit 5 = 1
TB1 is transmitted when bit 6 = 1
TC1 is transmitted when bit 7 = 1
TD1 is transmitted when bit 8 (MSb) = 1

FIGURE 5:
b8

b7

FORMAT CHARACTER
b6

b5

b4

Y1

b3

b2

b1

K

K nibble indicates the number (0 to 15) of historical
characters present in the remaining ATR sequence.

TA1 Interface Character

TABLE 3:

LOWER NIBBLE

Bits 4 to 1

D

0000

RFU

0001

1

0010

2

0011

4

0100

8

0101

16

0110

32

0111

64

1000

12

1001

20

1010

RFU

1011

RFU

1100

RFU

1101

RFU

1110

RFU

1111

RFU

The TA1 character is divided into upper and lower nibbles. The upper nibble determines the clock rate conversion factor (F), which is used to modify the
frequency of the clock signal (see Table 2). The lower
nibble determines the bit rate adjustment factor (D),
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TB1 Interface Character

TB3 Interface Character

The TB1 character conveys the programming voltage
requirements of the smart card. TB1 = 0x00 indicates
that the VPP pin is not connected in the smart card.

The TB3 character indicates the value of the Character
Waiting Time Integer (CWI) and the Block Waiting Time
Integer (BWI), which are used to compute the Character
Waiting Time (CWT) and Block Waiting Time (BWT),
respectively. The CWT is the maximum delay between
the leading edges of the two consecutive characters in
the block. BWT is the maximum delay between the
leading edge of the last character of the block received
by the card, and the leading edge of the first character
of the next block transmitted by the card. BWT is
applicable only for T = 1 protocol.

TC1 Interface Character
The TC1 character is used to calculate
in the smart card communication
minimum delay between the leading
consecutive characters is named as
(GT).

the guard time
protocol. The
edges of two
“Guard Time”

TD1 Interface Character

TC3 Interface Character

The TD1 character contains a bit map that indicates:
• The presence or absence of TA2, TB2, TC2 and
TD2 interfacing bytes
• The type of smart card communication protocol
supported

When TC3 is present, it indicates the type of block error
detection to be used (LRC or CRC). When TC3 is
absent, the default Longitudinal Redundancy Check
(LRC) is used. LRC/CRC is applicable only for T = 1
protocol.

TA2 Interface Character

TD3 Interface Character

The presence of TA2 in the ATR indicates the specific
operative mode, and the absence of TA2 indicates the
negotiable operative mode. The PPS exchange can be
done in the negotiable mode, but cannot be done in the
specific mode of smart card operation.

The TD3 indicates the interface bytes similar to that of
TD1 and TD2.

TB2 Interface Character
The character TB2 conveys programming voltage
required by the smart card.

TC2 Interface Character
The TC2 character is specific to T = 0 protocol. TC2
conveys the work Waiting-Time Integer (WI). The WI
determines the maximum interval between the leading
edge of the Start bit of any character sent by the smart
card, and the leading edge of the Start bit of the previous character sent either by the card or by the
interfacing device.

Historical Characters (T1,T2,...TK)
The historical bytes indicate the operating characteristics of the card. They are the optional bytes in the ATR
response, which convey the general information of the
card (such as the card manufacturer, the chip in the
card, the masked ROM in the chip, the card’s state of
life, etc.).

Check Character (TCK)
If only T = 0 is indicated, then TCK shall be absent. If
T = 0 and T = 15 are present and in all the other cases,
TCK shall be present. When TCK is present, exclusiveORing of all the bytes from T0 to TCK should result as
0x00. Any other value is invalid.
For more information on ATR, refer to the ISO 7816-3
document.

TD2 Interface Character
The TD2 character has the same function as the TD1
character.

TA3 Interface Character
The TA3 character conveys the Information Field Size
Integer (IFSI) for the smart card, which is used for T = 1
protocol. For an ATR not containing TA3, the interfacing
device will assume a default value of 0x20.

DS01370A-page 6
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PPS REQUEST AND RESPONSE

T = 0 Protocol

The PPS request and response consists of an initial
byte, PPSS. The PPSS is followed by a format byte,
PPS0, three optional parameter bytes, PPS1, PPS2,
PPS3, and a check byte, PCK, as the last byte.

The T = 0 protocol is a byte-oriented protocol, which
means that the smallest unit processed by this protocol
is a single byte. The interfacing device always initiates
the command in T = 0 communication protocol. The
transactions are accomplished by issuing the
commands from the interfacing device to the smart
card.

• PPSS is set to 0xFF
• In PPS0 byte, bit 8 is reserved for future use.
Each bit 5, bit 6 or bit 7 is set to ‘1’, to indicate the
presence of optional bytes, PPS1, PPS2 and
PPS3, respectively. Bit 4 to bit 1 encode the
protocol type T (i.e., T = 0 or T = 1 or T = 2, etc.)
• PPS1 is same as TA1
• PPS2 is same as first TB byte for T = 15
• PPS3 is reserved for future use
• Exclusive-ORing for all the bytes from PPSS to
PCK should result as 0x00

The smart card performs the requested operation(s),
and communicates the result as a response from the
smart card. This command response message pair is
known as an Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU). A
specific command message sent by the interfacing
device (C-APDU) will have a specific response message from the card (R-APDU). These messages are
referred to as APDU command response pairs.

In common, the PPS response is identical to the PPS
request.
For more information on PPS exchange, refer to the
ISO 7816-3 document.

SMART CARD COMMUNICATION
PROTOCOL
After the ATR and PPS exchange between the card
and the interfacing device, the next step is to execute
the command(s) between the card and the interfacing
device.
Currently, there are two protocols, which are widely
used for smart card communication:

Table 4 lists the codes of the APDU command header
for T = 0 protocol.
The CLA, INS, P1 and P2 are mandatory fields in the
APDU command header, where as P3 is an optional
field. P3 encodes either the number of bytes present in
the APDU command data field or the maximum number
of data bytes expected in the data field of the APDU
response. See Figure 6 for a pictorial understanding of
the smart card communication using T = 0 protocol.
The APDU command message is sent by the interfacing device to the smart card. The smart card then
replies with a procedure byte, after which either data is
sent to the smart card or data is received from the
smart card, depending upon the command transmitted
to the smart card.

• T = 0 (asynchronous half-duplex character
transmission protocol)
• T= 1 (asynchronous half-duplex block
transmission protocol)

TABLE 4:

CODES OF APDU COMMAND HEADER FOR T = 0 PROTOCOL
Code

Description

Bytes

CLA

Instruction Class

1

INS

Instruction Code

1

P1

Instruction Code Qualifier

1

P2

Additional INS Code Qualifier

1

P3

The Length of the ‘Data’ Block

0 or 1
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FIGURE 6:

SMART CARD COMMUNICATION USING T = 0 PROTOCOL
A: DATA transmitted from Interface Device (IFD) to Smart Card
Interfacing
Device

Smart Card

CLA

INS

P2

P1

P3

Procedure
Byte
DATA
Status BYTES
SW1

SW2

B: DATA transmitted from Smart Card to Interfacing Device
Interfacing
Device

Smart Card

CLA

INS

P1

P2

P3

Procedure
Byte
DATA
Status BYTES
SW1

SW2

There are two status bytes: SW1 and SW2. These
bytes are sent from the smart card to the interface
device on completion of the APDU command to
indicate the status of the current card. The normal
response is:
• SW1 = 0x90
• SW2 = 0x00
The card reports the error condition by transmitting
SW1 = 6X or 9X (where ‘X’ has any value from 1 to F).
ISO 7816-3 defines five such error conditions:
• SW1:
- 6E – Card does not support instruction class
- 6D – Invalid INS code
- 6B – Incorrect reference
- 67 – Incorrect length
- 6F – No particular diagnosis
The T = 0 protocol also includes an error detection and
correction mechanism. After detecting the parity error,
the receiver pulls the I/O line to low logic level for a
minimum of 1 ETU and maximum of 2 ETU in the
middle of the Stop bit transmission (10.5 ± 0.2 ETU).
The transmitter checks for this condition and
retransmits the corrupt character.

DS01370A-page 8

T = 1 Protocol
The T = 1 protocol is a block oriented protocol, which
means that one block is the smallest data unit that can
be transmitted between the smart card and the
interfacing device.
There are three types of blocks in T = 1 protocol:
• Information Blocks (I-blocks) – They are used to
exchange the application layer data.
• Receive Ready Blocks (R-blocks) – They are used
to convey a positive or negative acknowledgment.
• Supervisory Blocks (S-blocks) – They are used to
exchange control information between the
interfacing device and the card.
The three fields involved in the block frames are:
• Prologue field
• Information field
• Epilogue field
Table 5 lists the block frame fields of T = 1 protocol.
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TABLE 5:

BLOCK FRAME FIELDS
Prologue Field

Information Field

Epilogue Field

Node Address
(NAD)

Protocol Control Byte
(PCB)

Data Length
(LEN)

Optional (INF)

Error Detection LRC or CRC
(EDC)

1 Byte

1 Byte

1 Byte

0-254 Bytes

1/2 Bytes

The prologue and epilogue fields are mandatory for all
three types of blocks, whereas the information field has
the following scenarios:
• I-blocks contain an information field
• R-blocks do not have an information field
• S-blocks may or may not have an information field
depending on its controlling function

PROLOGUE FIELD
The prologue field consists of three bytes:
• Node Address (NAD)
• Protocol Control Byte (PCB)
• Data Length (LEN)

Protocol Control Byte (PCB)
As the name suggests, the PCB helps to control and
supervise the transmission protocol.
PCB of I-Block
Table 7 lists the PCB fields for an I-block. Every I-block
carries the send sequence number N(S). The I-blocks
transmitted by the interfacing device, and those
transmitted by the smart card are counted independently from each other. N(S) is counted as modulo 2
and encoded by one bit. At the beginning of the
transmission protocol or after resynchronization, the
initial value is N(S) = 0, then the value alternates after
transmitting each I-block.

Node address (NAD)

The “M” bit in PCB controls the chaining of I-blocks. The
value of the “M” bit indicates the state of the I-block.

The Node address contains the destination and the
source addresses for the block. It also has a VPP
control bit, which is usually not used in the current
smart card controllers.

• If M = 1, then an I-block is chained to the next
block, which shall be an I-block.
• If M = 0, then an I-block is not chained to the next
block.

The bit fields of the NAD byte for all the three types of
blocks are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6:

BIT FIELDS OF NAD BYTE

Bit 8

Bit 7

VPP control 1

TABLE 7:

Bit 6

Bit 5

Destination Address (DAD)

Bit 4

Bit 3

VPP control 2

Bit 2

Bit 1

Source Address (SAD)

PCB FIELD FOR I-BLOCK

Bit 8

Bit 7

Bit 6

0 (I-block identifier)

Send sequence number N(S)

Sequence data bit (M)

 2011 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Bit 2

Bit 1

Reserved
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The R-blocks are used to convey the positive or
negative acknowledgment for the I-blocks.

PCB of R-Block
Table 8 lists the PCB fields for the R-block. N(R) is the
send sequence number of the expected I-block.

TABLE 8:

PCB FIELDS FOR R-BLOCK

Bit 8

Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

1

0

—

—

—

—

—

—

R-block Identifier

—

—

0

N(R)

0

0

0

0

No Error

—

—

0

N(R)

0

0

0

1

EDC or Parity Error

—

—

0

N(R)

0

0

1

0

Other Error

PCB of S-Block
Table 9 lists the PCB fields for the S-block. The
“Resync” request is used by the interfacing device to
reset the block transmission parameters to their initial
values.
An “Abort” request can be used by an interfacing
device or a smart card to abort an ongoing transaction
between the smart card and the interfacing device.
Each T = 1 smart card has an Information Field Size
value (IFS). The IFS defines the maximum size of the
information field block that it can receive from the interfacing device. The default value is 32. Similarly, the
interfacing device has an IFS value that defines the
maximum size of the information field block that it can
receive from the smart card. The IFS value can be
adjusted by the “Information Field Size” request where
the information field consists of one byte of new IFS
value. This request can be initiated either by the smart
card or by an interfacing device.

TABLE 9:

Meaning

Block Waiting Time (BWT) is the maximum delay
between the leading edge of the last character of the
block received by the card, and the leading edge of the
first character of the next block transmitted by the card.
If the card requires more than one BWT to process the
previously received I-block, it transmits the waiting time
extension request to the interfacing device. In this
waiting time extension request, the information field
has one byte encoding an integer multiplier of the BWT
value. The interfacing device shall acknowledge the
smart card by the waiting time extension response. The
waiting time extension response should have the same
information field value, which the card had transmitted
in its waiting time extension request.

PCB FIELD FOR S-BLOCK

Bit 8 Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4

Bit 3 Bit 2

Bit 1

Meaning

1

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

S-block Identifier

—

—

0

0

0

0

0

0

Resync Request (only from Terminal)

—

—

1

0

0

0

0

0

Resync Response (only from Smart Card)

—

—

0

0

0

0

0

1

Request Change to Information Field Size

—

—

1

0

0

0

0

1

Response to Request Change to the Information Field Size

—

—

0

0

0

0

1

0

Request Abort

—

—

1

0

0

0

1

0

Response to Abort Request

—

—

0

0

0

0

1

1

Request Waiting Time Extension (only from Smart Card)

—

—

1

0

0

0

1

1

Response to Waiting Time Extension (only from Terminal)

—

—

1

0

0

1

0

0

VPP Error Response (only from Smart Card)
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Data length (LEN)
This field indicates the length of the information field in
hexadecimal form for all three types of blocks.
• The value 0x00 indicates the absence of the
information field.
• The values from 0x01 to 0xFE indicates the length
of the information field.
• The value 0xFF is reserved for future use.

TABLE 11:

The information field in an I-block transmitted by the
interfacing device to the smart card includes the following bytes, as shown in Table 10. The information field
in the I-block is same as the APDU command used in
the T = 0 protocol.

Code

INFORMATION FIELD OF
I-BLOCK COMMAND
Description

Bytes

CLA

Instruction Class

1

INS

Instruction Code

1

P1

Instruction Code Qualifier

1

P2

Additional INS Code Qualifier

1

P3

The Length of the ‘Data’ Block

0 or 1

Data

String of Data Bytes sent in
Command

LE

Maximum Number of Data Bytes
expected in Data Field of
Response

FIGURE 7:

INFORMATION FIELD OF
I-BLOCK RESPONSE

Code

INFORMATION FIELD

TABLE 10:

The information field in an I-block response transmitted
by the smart card for an I-block request is shown in
Table 11.

Description

Bytes

Data

String of Data bytes sent in
Command

LE

SW1

Status Byte 1

1

SW2

Status Byte 2

1

EPILOGUE FIELD
The epilogue field is transmitted at the end of the block,
and it contains an error detection code computed from
all the previous bytes of the block. The computation
employs either a Longitudinal Redundancy Check
(LRC) or a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). The
method used must be specified in the interface
characters of the ATR. If it is not specified, the LRC
method is implicitly used. The LRC is calculated by
exclusive-ORing all the previous bytes in the block,
where as, CRC is calculated by using the polynomial:

EQUATION 3:

CRC

P3

G(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1

0 or 1

Figure 7 shows an example of T = 1 protocol
transaction.
For more information on I-block, R-block and S-block
transactions, refer to the ISO 7816-3 specification.

PROTOCOL TRANSACTION
Interfacing Device

Smart Card

SELECT FILE (FID ‘3F00’)
NAD PCB
‘00’ ‘00’

LEN
APDU
EDC
‘051’ ‘A4 00 00 02 3F 00’ ‘A2’
Response to SELECT FILE
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NAD
00

PCB
00

LEN APDU EDC
02
‘90 00’ B2’
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Waiting Time for T = 0 and T = 1 Protocol

BLOCK GUARD TIME (BGT)

The interfacing device (i.e., smart card reader) has to
follow the timing regulations for the transmission and
the reception of data bytes from the smart card. These
definitions apply for both the smart card and the
interfacing device.

The BGT is defined as the minimum delay between the
leading edges of the two consecutive characters in the
opposite directions in a T =1 communication protocol.
The BGT has a standard fixed value of 22 ETU.

CHARACTER GUARD TIME (CGT)

The CWT is the maximum delay between the leading
edges of the two consecutive characters in the block as
shown in Figure 8. The minimum delay is CGT. After
the ATR communication, the value of CWT is calculated using the first TB for T = 1 protocol, which is one
of the ATR bytes received from the smart card. CWT is
applicable for T = 1 protocol.

The CGT is the minimum delay between the leading
edges of the two consecutive characters in the same
direction of transmission. During the ATR
communication, CGT = 12 ETU. After the ATR
communication, the value of CGT is calculated using
the TC1 character, which is one of the ATR bytes
received from the smart card. CGT is applicable for
both T = 0 and T = 1 protocol.

WAIT TIME (WT)
The WT is the maximum delay allowed between two
consecutive characters transmitted by the card or an
interfacing device. For smart cards supporting only T = 0
protocol, WT also denotes the maximum time within
which the APDU response has to be initiated by the
smart card for the requested APDU command. WT is
useful in detecting unresponsive cards. During the ATR
communication, WT = 9600 ETU (for both T = 0 and T =
1 protocols). After the ATR communication, the value of
WT is calculated using the TC2 character, which is one
of the ATR bytes received from the smart card.

FIGURE 8:

CHARACTER WAIT TIME (CWT)

BLOCK WAIT TIME (BWT)
The BWT is the maximum delay between the leading
edge of the last character of the block received by the
card, and the leading edge of the first character of the
next block transmitted by the card, as shown in
Figure 9. BWT helps the interfacing device in detecting
the unresponsive smart cards. The minimum delay is
BGT. After the ATR communication, the value of BWT
is calculated using the first TB for T = 1 protocol, which
is one of the ATR bytes received from the smart card.
BWT is applicable only for T = 1 protocol.
The descriptions and equations to calculate all of the
above timing variables are explained in the ISO 7816-3
specification.

CHARACTER WAIT TIME
Character of a block

Next character of the same block

CGT ≤ t ≤ CWT

FIGURE 9:

BLOCK WAIT TIME
Last character of a block
sent by the interface device

First character of the next block
sent by the card

BGT ≤ t ≤ BWT
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The microcontroller (interfacing device) has to be
chosen based on the application and the electrical
specifications of the smart card. Refer to Figure 10 as
an example to develop your own smart card reader
board. PIC18F14K50 provides VCC and Reset signal to
the smart card. A PWM output is used as a reference
clock for the smart card. The I/O signal from the card is
sent to both UART_RX and UART_TX in order to manage bidirectional communication (half-duplex communication). Card presence is detected by the
microcontroller using an internal pull-up input pin.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
The following hardware resources are used in the PIC
microcontroller to develop a basic smart card
communication demo:
•
•
•
•

One PWM Output or one Reference Clock Output
One Timer
One UART
Six I/O pins

The smart card software library consists of UART
driver, T = 0 and T = 1 protocol source code that meets
the ISO 7816-3 standard. It allows the PIC microcontroller to communicate with the smart cards compatible
with these protocols. For the latest version of the smart
card software library, Help file, API header files and
demo examples, refer to “www.microchip.com/MAL”.
Refer to the smart card software library help file for the
details of possible demo boards for evaluation.

FIGURE 10:

If the microcontroller is unable to provide enough current at the VCC pin of the smart card, then an op amp
with suitable ratings can be used to supply the current
to the smart card.

SMART CARD ADAPTER

J1
VCC
D+
DGND
USBCONN
VCC

C4
1μF

C5
10nF

C2

19
18
4
3
2

22pF

X1
C3

12MHz

U1

1

13
12
11
10

VDD RC0/AN4/C12IN+/INT0/VREF+
RA0/D+/PGD
RC1/AN5/C12IN1-/INT1/VREFRA1/D-/PGC
RC2/AN6/P1D/C12IN2-/CVREF/INT2
RA3/MCLR/VPP
RA4/AN3/OSC2/CLKO
RC3/AN7/P1C/C12IN3-/PGM
RA5/OSC1/CLKI
RC4/P1B/C12OUT/SRQ
RC5/CCP1/P1A/T0CKI
RC6/AN8/SS/T13CKI/T1OSI
RB4/AN10/SDI/SDA
RB5/AN11/RX/DT
RC7/AN9/SDO/T1OSO
RB6/SCK/SCL
VUSB
RB7/TX/CK
VSS

22pF
20

PIC18F14K50

16
15
14
7
6
5
8
9

C6
47nF

17

C1
J2

470nF

UART_RX

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

VCC
RST
CLK
GND
I/O

R6

UART_TX
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Smart card detect

10

9

4k7
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SOFTWARE FLOW
The smart card library provides the necessary APIs to
communicate with the ISO 7816-3/4 compliant smart
card.

FIGURE 11:

The latest release of the smart card library supports
both T = 0 and T = 1 protocols. The sequence of the
function calls in the main application is shown in
Figure 11.

SOFTWARE FLOW
Start

Initialize Smart Card Stack
(UART and stack variables)

Is Smart Card
inserted in the slot?

No

Yes
Do Cold Reset

Is Answer to Reset
successful?

No

Yes

Does card
support PPS?

No

Yes
Do PPS

Execute Card Commands (T = 0 or
T = 1 as per the card)

Shut down the Smart Card
(Deactivate the card contacts)

Stop
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CONCLUSION

REFERENCES

This application note describes the fundamentals of the
contact type smart cards, and how they are communicated using the PIC microcontroller. It also explains the
T = 0 and T = 1 protocols, which are widely used in
contact type smart card communications.

• ISO 7816-3 specifications available by license.
• www.microchip.com.

The software flow of a typical smart card reader and the
hardware requirements of a basic smart card reader
are described in this application note. Given the
generic nature of the smart card software library, it can
be easily ported to any PIC microcontroller (8-bit, 16-bit
and 32-bit). For the latest version of the smart card
software library, help file, API header files and demo
examples, refer to “www.microchip.com/MAL”.
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